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Dear Friends and Collaborators,

Here you have the Manos Unidas 2013 Annual Report. In it, we would like to present a brief overview of the

Organization’s activity throughout the year.

In the 2013 campaign, Manos Unidas worked for the effective equality of rights between men and women.

We carried out a social awareness-raising campaign on this issue, with the slogan “There’s no justice without

equality”. Women all over the world are the most affected by poverty, malnutrition and illiteracy; in some

cultures, their freedom of movement or their ability to make decisions is not respected, and they are fre-

quently victims of physical, sexual and psychological violence. Manos Unidas denounces these situations of

inequality and supports activities aimed at the defence of women’s dignity, implementing prevention and ac-

companiment initiatives in situations of great poverty, favouring their social presence and overall develop-

ment as a person. Manos Unidas takes women into account in all the projects it finances and is convinced

that insisting on their progress is the best way for initiatives to have their effect on the development of the

whole population.

“Women who suffer situations of exclusion, abuse and violence are doubly poor, because they frequently

have fewer possibilities of defending their rights”, we read in Pope Francis’ “Evangelii Gaudium”. 2013 was

the year of this Pontiff’s arrival at the Holy See, characterized as a “breath of fresh air”, thanks to whom we

are encouraged every day to carry on with our commitment to the poor. It was also the year of Benedict XVI’s

farewell, the Pontiff who chose to voluntarily resign after leaving us a great doctrinal legacy, including the

Encyclical “Caritas in veritate”, where the international rules condemning underdevelopment in a significant

part of our planet are criticized with extraordinary clarity.

And in this greeting, we cannot forget to keep the Filipino people, who suffered the ravages of Typhoon

Haiyan in November, in our thoghts. Our hearts went out to them and no efforts were spared.

Finally, we cannot forget that the economic difficulties faced by our country have also been felt by Manos

Unidas and by those who work in this institution. The decrease in public funds earmarked for cooperation

has been enormous. However, our purpose, in the midst of all these difficulties, is to maintain attention on

the poor in the developing world, so they will continue to be heard, for we know that despite everything, im-

balances are much greater there than here. We hope these words, and the pages of this Report, will help to

express my effusive gratitude to all of you who make the continuance of this work in favour of human dignity

a reality.

letter from the president

Soledad Suárez
President
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who are we?

Manos Unidas/Javier Mármol

In 1955 the World Union of Catholic Women’s Organizations declared 

“war against hunger”. In Spain, this call was heeded by Mujeres de Acción 

Católica in 1959, constituting the “Campaign against Hunger in Spain”, 

later known as Manos Unidas.
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In a globalised world, relations between
persons, countries and continents are nec-
essary and enriching. 

Manos Unidas is a member of several inter-
national and national organisations:

� Pontifical Council Cor Unum

� CIDSE 
(Catholic International Cooperation  
for Development and Solidarity)

� CONCORD 
(Confederation for Cooperation 
of Relief & Development NGOs)

� CONGDE (Coordinator for Spanish 
Development NGOs)

� Fundación Sur

� Pacto Global Contra la Pobreza

� Foro de Laicos

� Consejo Nacional de Misiones

� Plataforma del Voluntariado de España

� Associación Española de Fundraising

Manos Unidas is the Spanish Catholic Church Organisation for the aid, promotion and development of the

Third World. It is at the same time a Catholic and secular Non-Governmental Development Organisation

(NGDO), made up of volunteers. 

It is our mission to fight against famine, nutritional deficiency, poverty, disease, underdevelopment, and

lack of education; and to work to eradicate their structural causes producing them: injustice, unequal distri-

bution of goods and opportunities among people and communities, ignorance, prejudices, lack of solidarity,

indifference and the crisis of human and Christian values (Articles of Association, Art. 5). 

STRUCTURE

Manos Unidas has a diocesan structure, which means it is

present throughout the whole os Spain. The mission of

the 70 delegations is to raise the awareness of the Spanish

population on the global situation, and the collecting of

donations for the financing of projects supported by the

Organization. Manos Unidas also has its Central Services

in Madrid.

PEOPLE

Voluntary workers are one of the trademarks of Manos

Unidas. From the governing bodies of the Organisation,

which must be composed of volunteers, to the ground-

work. In 2013, 5,278 voluntary workers regularly gave the

Organisation their time and their know-how.

In addition, in 2013 we had the unconditional support of

84,524 members and collaborators, who have trusted in

our work to build a better world.

Our work would be impossible without them all: volun-

teers, hired people, members and collaborators, parishes,

schools, companies, associations and foundations, media,

and everyone else who place their trust in us.

Many thanks to you all!

INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS
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Financial Management & 
Planning Department Projects Area

Communication and 
Public Presence Department

Education for Development
Department

Resources & HR Administration
Department Delegations Area

GOVERNING BODIES

President 70 Delegate-Presidents from the Episcopal Sees 1 Representative from the Central Services Standing Committee

General Assembly

The General Assembly is the supreme governing body of Manos Unidas. 
It meets twice a year.

Soledad Suárez

President

Mons. J. José Omella

Councillor

Jesús Vidal

Vice - councillor

Pilar Mendo

Vice - president

José Valero

Secretary

Tomás Rodríguez

Treasurer

Ricardo Loy

Sec. Gen. of Catholic Action

Benita Asensio, Mª Luisa Salas, ,
Lorena Arranz, Araceli Cavero, 

Fco. Javier Fornell

Representative delegates
of the General Assembly (5)

Sonsoles Fernández-Iriondo,
Julián Jiménez, Clara Pardo

Central Services
Representative (3)

Standing Committee

The Standing Committee is the governing body that, subordinated to the General Assembly
and following its guidelines, directs Manos Unidas operations. It meets once a month.

MANAGEMENT BODIES

Soledad Suárez

President

Rafael Serrano

Secretary General

Management Secretary
Technical Secretary

Central Services

DIOCESAN LEVEL ORGANISATION

Central Services are technical and management services in charge of 
implementing the agreements adopted by the Organisation’s governing bodies.

Manos Unidas Organisation Chart in 2013

President/
Delegate

Vice - president/
Delegate Secretary Treasurer

Diocesan Management Team
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Manos Unidas, inspired by the Gospel and the Social Doctrine of the Church, maintains

two lines of work:

� Raising the awareness and denouncing the existence of hunger and 

underdevelopment and their causes and possible remedies.

� Obtaining economic means to finance the programmes, plans and 

comprehensive development projects aimed at dealing with these needs.

what do we do?

Manos Unidas/Marta Carreño
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Raising Public Awareness

� In this awareness-raising task, Link Operation plays a vital role, as, through the development initiatives supported

by Manos Unidas, it generates relationships between Spanish people and the communities that receive the

support of Manos Unidas, bringing their situation and living conditions closer, and achieving a greater sensi-

tization and commitment toward developing countries. En 2013, Manos Unidas carried out 490 Link Operations.

Link Operation

The fight against poverty and hunger is only possible if

civil society is aware, critical and united, consisting of

citizens who are active, coherent, and who feel respon-

sible for and committed to the building of a more just

and united world.

Our goal for 2013 has been to generate more critical

awareness regarding the realities of poverty, the exclu-

sion and inequality that women suffer, and their lack

of access to basic rights. Through education for deve-

lopment we have promoted awareness-raising, change

of habits and attitudes. Numerous women’s testimo-

nies have shown us that, in the fight for equality, many

battles have already been won; however, there is still

a lot to be done.

We have promoted Information and Communication

Technologies (ICT) in order to broaden our awareness-

raising scope. Social networks, online training and the

Video Clip Competition have mobilized thousands of

people who have joined our fight against hunger and

poverty.

One of the main tasks of Manos Unidas is to denounce and make the Spanish population aware

of the existence of hunger and underdevelopment, as well as their causes and possible solutions.

In 2013, Manos Unidas held its campaign number LIV, with the slogan

“There’s no justice without equality”. We work for the recognition of

the equal dignity of men and women. Only will the firm recognition of

this equality lead to a more just world, where everyone can develop to

their full potential.

In today’s world, education plays a key role to put an end to the existing

inequality. Two-thirds of illiterate people in the world are women,

something which seriously affects their ability to live their life on equal

footing with men.

Manos Unidas takes part in different national

and international thematic campaigns related

to our mission to fight hunger and poverty,

and focused on the relationship between cli-

mate justice and environmental issues, po-

verty and food security, and the great chal-

lenge of sustainable development.

At present, Manos Unidas is involved in the in-

ternational dialogue process concerning sus-

tainable development objectives and the new

global deve-lopment agenda from 2015. It also

participates in the Committee on World Food

Security (FAO) and works, along with other or-

ganizations, in the global campaign “One

Human Family, Food for All”.
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other 
awareness-raising 
activities

Operación Pincho Solidario (“Solidary Snack Operation”)
This action carried out by the Orense Delegation is just a
sample of the hundreds of activities carried out in Spain
during our campaign.

Trips with the media
Three groups of journalists travelled to the developing coun-
tries to see the projects supported by Manos Unidas first-
hand. In 2013 they visited Guatemala, Cameroon and India.

Manos Unidas/Javier Mármol

Manos Unidas

In April we presented the

report “El desafío del ham-

bre” (“The Hunger Chal-

lenge”), which addresses

the problem of hunger

and food security from

the perspective of the cur-

rent reality of our globa-

lized world.

In November, Manos Uni-

das launched a new a-

wareness-raising initia-

tive: “24 horas que mue-

ven el mundo”(“24 hours

which move the world”).

This initiative was held

in 24 Spanish cities, with

more than 40 different

activities. Among all of

them we highlight “En-

ciende la llama” (“Light

the Flame”) in which a

light of solidarity went

round the whole globe thanks to 

the participation of our project local partners 

and beneficiaries.

At Manos Unidas we are aware that we cannot walk

this path alone; that’s why we participate with other

organizations in different thematic campaigns re-

lated with our mission, and we are present in both

national and international networks and bodies.

Video Clip Competition 2013-2014
The 5th Edition of the Video Clip Competition took place
on 17th October with the slogan “Your point of view can
change the world”. This activity, which is carried out jointly
between the Central Services and delegations, and which
has the support of AECID, has become a benchmark of par-
ticipation and awareness-raising.

The 70 Manos Unidas delegations have a
leading role in these awareness and fund-
raising tasks, carrying out many activities.
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In 2013, Manos Unidas approved a total of 601 development co-

operation initiatives in 57 countries of Africa, America and Asia,

allocating 33,887,085 euros to mitigate the effects of poverty, ex-

clusion and inequality.

Despite the significant decrease in funds allocated to Development

Cooperation Aid in our country, once again, and thanks to the gen-

erous contributions of our more than 80,000 members, donors,

and some public organizations, we managed to reach nearly

3,100,000 people, through our vast and valuable network of local

partners, who are committed every day to fighting for a world that

is more just and equitable for everyone.

Projects

The context in which Manos Unidas has intervened has

been marked by a multitude of events, many of them re-

curring, such as armed conflicts (Syria, South Sudan, D.R.

Congo, Somalia…), with the corresponding incessant vi-

olations of human rights, or natural disasters and their

devastating effects on millions of victims.

Examples of this are the periodic droughts and floods in

regions such as the Horn of Africa, the Sahel area, or Nor-

thern India, which continue to show the relation be-

tween the increase in the frequency and intensity of

these natural phenomena and climate change caused by

increased emissions of CO2.

Manos Unidas has tried to respond to these tragedies,

through 27 emergency actions, with a total amount of

approximately 1,300,000 euros, benefiting about 614,000

people, victims of conflicts, (Syrian refugees in Jordan,

South Sudan, Somalia, Central African Republic ….), vic-

tims of hunger (Ethiopia, Eritrea, Mali, North Kenya…)

or victims of natural disasters (Philippines, Guatemala,

North India, Haiti..).

The 601 development projects approved this year have

mainly contributed to the improvement of access to

water, sanitation, education and health of populations

lacking these basic services today, and which are not

guaranteed to them by their own countries.

The improvement of local capacities in order to achieve

a better and greater economic autonomy; awareness-

raising on rights, mainly of women; the work for peace

and the fight against hunger, by means of the right to

food, have also been the main objectives on which our

work has been focused.

271

207123

America
21%

45%
Africa

Asia
34%

projects by
continent

Manos Unidas/Javier Mármol

We have also accompanied communities at their times of
greatest need, such as the recent Typhoon Haiyan tragedy in
Philippines, where Manos Unidas responded with a first de-
livery of funds (248,000 euros) to help the victims.
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projects by sector
Manos Unidas supports development projects, 

in the education, healthcare, social promotion and 

promotion of women sectors.

It also assists populations in situations of 

emergency and offers humanitarian help in 

circumstances requiring it.

In 2013 the following projects were financed:

Agriculture: 89 projects
Sum: 7,152,913.44 euros

Beneficiaries: 109,544 direct

Education: 221 projects
Sum: 10,597,773.58 euros

Beneficiaries: 107,648 direct

Healthcare: 107 projects
Sum: 5,659,297.10 euros

Beneficiaries: 1,969,487 direct

Social Prom.: 104 projects
Sum: 6,529,171.55 euros

Beneficiaries: 738,014 direct

Women Prom.: 80 projects
Sum: 3,947,929 euros

Beneficiaries: 162,219 direct

18%
15%

13% 17%

37%

EducationHealthcare

Social
Promotion

Promotion
of women

Agriculture

Manos Unidas/Luis Antonio Curiel

Manos Unidas/Javier Mármol

Manos Unidas

Manos Unidas/Raquel Carballo Manos Unidas/Javier Fernández



america
1. Bolivia, 17 projects 

2. Brazil, 11 proj.

3. Colombia, 6 proj.

4. Cuba, 1 proj.

5. Dominican Rep., 4 proy.

6. Ecuador, 5 proj.

7. El Salvador, 4 proj.

8. Guatemala, 14 proj.

9. Haití, 12 proj.

10. Honduras, 4 proj.

11. Mexico, 6 proj.

12. Nicaragua, 8 proj.

13. Panama, 1 proj.

14. Paraguay, 5 proj.

15. Peru, 25 proj.

Total: 123 projects.
Sum: 9,322,192.01 euros.

africa
1. Angola, 9 projects 

2. Benin, 13 proj.

3. Burkina Faso, 21 proj.

4. Burundi, 5 proj.

5. Cameroon, 8 proj.

6. Central African Rep., 1 proj.

7. Chad, 3 proj.

8. Dem. Rep. of Congo, 19 proj.

9. Eritrea, 1 proj.

10. Ethiopia, 14 proj.

11. Gabon, 1 proj.

12. Ghana, 9 proj.

13. Ivory Coast, 2 proj.

14. Kenya, 18 proj.

15. Lesotho, 1 proj.

16. Madagascar, 9 proj.

17. Malawi, 11 proj.

18. Mali, 2 proj.

Manos Unidas also continues to give financial 
support to projects from previous years.

In 2013, the total number of projects has been 920.

2013: Manos Unidas’ 
Projects around the World
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1. Angola, 9 projects 

2. Benin, 13 proj.

3. Burkina Faso, 21 proj.

4. Burundi, 5 proj.

5. Cameroon, 8 proj.

6. Central African Rep., 1 proj.

7. Chad, 3 proj.

8. Dem. Rep. of Congo, 19 proj.

9. Eritrea, 1 proj.

10. Ethiopia, 14 proj.

11. Gabon, 1 proj.

12. Ghana, 9 proj.

13. Ivory Coast, 2 proj.

14. Kenya, 18 proj.

15. Lesotho, 1 proj.

16. Madagascar, 9 proj.

17. Malawi, 11 proj.

18. Mali, 2 proj.

19. Mauritania, 8 proj.

20. Morocco, 6 proj.

21. Mozambique, 21 proj.

22. Nigeria, 3 proj.

23. Rwanda, 5 proj.

24. Senegal, 6 proj.

25. Sierra Leone, 7 proj.

26. Somalia, 3 proj.

28. South Sudan, 5 proj. 

27. Sudan, 2 proj. 

29. Tanzania, 7 proj.

30. Togo, 15 proj.

31. Uganda, 15 proj.

32. Zambia, 10 proj.

33. Zimbabwe, 7 proj.

asia
1. Bangladesh, 4 projects

2. Cambodia, 5 proj.

3. India, 186 proj.

4. Israel, 1 proj.

5. Jordan, 2 proj.

6. Philippines, 5 proj.

7. Sri Lanka, 2 proj.

8. Thailand, 1 proj.

9. Vietnam, 1 proj.

Total: 271 projects.
Sum: 13,669,905.55 euros.

Total: 207 projects.
Sum: 10,894,987.58 euros.

2013: Manos Unidas’ 
Projects around the World

In 2013 Manos Unidas has approved a total of 601 projects, 
in 57 countries, for a sum of 33,887,085.14 euros.
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The African continent is part of the everyday news, not only 

because of the many conflicts that continue to plague the 

continent, but also, for reasons a little more encouraging, 

such as the fact that it is gaining weight and importance in 

the global economic framework.

Africa no longer relies solely on Official Development Assistance 

(ODA), but receives much more private capital through direct 

investments made by the countries known as BRICS (the emerging 

countries Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa), the issuance of 

public debt and remittances coming from immigrants.

Though Africa still cannot renounce the ODA, this new scenario means that

new challenges are raised for the continent not without problems, 

such as land grabbing and the plundering of the natural resources 

by foreign powers.

africa

An example of this line of work is one of the
projects that we have supported in Tanza-
nia, a sustainable development and train-
ing project with 18 groups of farmers, each
of them consisting of 315 people, where
productivity has been improved by 200%
the program also introduces new farming
me-thods in rural communities, through
training programmes and the strengthening
of cooperative system values.

At Manos Unidas we are very attentive to these circum-
stances and their consequences. Therefore we support food
security and family-based agriculture with projects aimed
at training for small farmers and promoting crop diversity.

Manos Unidas/Javier Mármol
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america
Latin America is the continent of inequality. 

Latin-American relationships -between persons and countries- 

are based on inequality. Some countries even appear as “emerging”, 

with high levels of income, but in all of them most of their inhabitants 

suffer abject poverty levels. Skyscrapers can be found alongside 

shanty towns, dazzling city centres alongside backward rural areas, 

modern industrial and financial installations alongside obsolete agriculture, 

the greatest wealth alongside the most abject poverty…

In Ambato, Ecuador, like in many places in
Latin America, the population’s main pro-
blem is the lack of water suitable for human
consumption. Families use the water they
take directly from ditches, rarely boiling it,
with the consequent impact on the health of
the population, particularly children, the
most vulnerable group. The project has a
twin-track approach: the physical construc-
tion of the water system and the training of
the population in organisational and health
issues. Organisation will make the mainte-
nance of the water installation sustainable.
This is one of the 10 health projects which
we have supported in 2013 in Latin America.

In 2013, productive farming projects made up 50% of the total.
Many of them are represented by family-based agriculture. They
contribute to ensure food security. Through processes lasting
several years, different stages are being accomplished: training,
production and marketing, and collaborating in the development
of families. Secondly, social projects represent a quarter of the
total. Many of them are support for entrepreneurs, production
units, human rights…

Manos Unidas/Mª Eugenia Díaz



The Asian continent has been marked, throughout the year 2013, by natural tragedies and man-made con-

flicts: earthquakes, typhoons, flooding, wars, etc.

India, despite having one of the highest economic growth rates in the world, is still a poor country: about

25% of the population live below the poverty threshold, and there are significant inequalities. The vast ma-

jority of women do not have access to formal education, and, as in other regions of the world, they are vic-

tims of poverty, malnutrition, illiteracy, sexual harassment, rape, physical and psychological abuse and traf-

ficking for purposes of prostitution or forced labour. Nearly 25,000 cases of rape were recorded last year.

Female infanticide is one of the worst scourges of this country. In Hindu culture, girls are viewed as a bur-

den, through marriage a dowry must be given and on top of that, they are lost to the family.

In Southeast Asia, one of the major problems is human trafficking. 

In Cambodia, only in the capital, Phnom Penh, it is calculated that 

there are 8,000 children employed in the sex industry, and 

28,000 child slaves. In addition, conflicts and situations of 

poverty generate large displacements of population. 

Millions of unregistered immigrants live in Thailand, mainly in Burma. 

In Syria, the civil war has caused an increase in the number of Syrian 

refugees in neighbouring countries. The majority of these refugees 

are children, women and the elderly who are living 

without a legal identity.

However, no doubt the most devastating news has been 

Typhoon Haiyan which struck Philippines and affected 

other countries such as Vietnam, 

causing floods and landslides.

asia

Manos Unidas has done all it has been able to do to
respond to these situations. An emergency account
was opened for the Philippines, where it has been
working for 25 years, the funds being used to ensure
the survival of the population and the reconstruction
of numerous villages. It has also supported the
refugee population in the different countries with
projects ranging from more urgent issues, such as the
provision of food, medicines and psychological sup-
port and accommodation, to promoting the creation
of education and employment integration opportuni-
ties. And, as a constant aspect of our work, it has
sought to strengthen the role of women through edu-
cation and work, creating community groups to pre-
vent domestic violence, seeking their participation
in all decision-making processes, and helping them
generate their own income.

16
Manos Unidas/Javier Mármol



In his Exhortation “Evangelii Gaudium” (“The Joy of the

Gospel”), Pope Francis criticises the “invisible hand” of the

economy lacking a human purpose, which adds “to the

ranks of the excluded”, of people who are treated, he says,

as “leftovers”, and asks politicians for an economic reform

capable of putting the economy at the service of the hu-

man being. “Money Must Serve, Not Rule!” he says.

“We must never forget that the planet belongs to all

mankind and is meant for all mankind; the mere fact that

some people are born in places with fewer resources or

less development does not justify the fact that they are

living with less dignity. […] To speak properly of our own

rights, we need to broaden our perspective and to hear

the plea of other peoples and other regions than those

of our own country. We need to grow in a solidarity

which “would allow all peoples to become the artisans

of their destiny”, (N. 190).

With these and other words, Pope Francis invites us not

to lower our guard against the world’s inequalities, to con-

tinue working for a more just situation. And one way to do

this is to support the work of organisations such as Manos

Unidas. This Association has great reliability and many

years of experience at the service of the poor, reflected in

many schools, dispensaries, maternity clinics, water wells

and agricultural initiatives. It has an austere spirit. It does

not perform this task on its own, or with loyalty to a par-

ticular charisma, but in the name of the Spanish Church,

which wants to be close to the poor and be their “Good

Samaritan”. Yes, the Church, community of the baptised,

wants to be, in the words of Saint John XXIII, “like the foun-

tain of living water which quenches the people’s thirst”.

Therefore, my dear members, collaborators and work-

ers of Manos Unidas, congratulations and thank you for

what you do, year after year, with your hands, your money,

your prayers and your dedication, to make all this possible,

and for creating hope in the hearts of the poorest commu-

nities in the world. May God bless you and may you live

with the peace of knowing you have done what you had

to, in other words, share what you are, and what you have

with those most in need!

+ Juan José Omella Omella
Bishop of Calahorra & La Calzada-Logroño

and Manos Unidas Councillor

“Money must serve, 
not rule”

Manos Unidas/Javier Mármol
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why do we do it?
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our accounts

Javier Cuadrado

� The funds raised by Manos Unidas in 2013 equal 44,236,617 euros.

� 89.6% of our income comes from private sources, 
and 10.4% from the public sector.

� 90.6% of the total income is allocated to Manos Unidas’ aims
(84.8% to Development projects and 5.8% to Awareness-raising).

� Our members, representing 39.1% of the income, are the cornerstone 
on which Manos Unidas is built.
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SOURCE OF INCOME

� Members and donors (1)

� Parishes and religious institutions

� Schools

� Emergencies

� Inheritances and bequests

� Others

TOTAL PRIVATE SECTOR

�Spanish Agency for International 

Development Cooperation (AECID)

� Local and Regional Administration

TOTAL PUBLIC SECTOR

INCOME RAISED: 100%

OTHER INCOME (2)

TOTAL INCOME 2013:

17,078,957.-

10,452,058.-

1,238,727.-

278,000.-

7,132,591.-

2,932,659.-

39,112,992.-

2,418,764.-

2,121,746.-

4,540,510.-

43,653,502.-

583,115.-

44,236,617.-

PRIVATE INCOME: 89.6%

PUBLIC INCOME: 10.4%

ALLOCATION OF ExPENSES

� Awareness-raising

� Development projects

TOTAL MANOS UNIDAS AIMS

� Promotion and Income Raising

� Administration and Structure

TOTAL EXPENSES 2013:
SURPLUS 2013*

2,568,612.-

37,254,651.-

39,823,263.-

898,993.-

3,231,910.-

43,954,166.-
282,451.-

MANOS UNIDAS AIMS: 90.6%

PROMOTION & INCOME RAISING: 2.0%

ADMINISTRATION & STRUCTURE: 7.4%

(1) Includes private donations, organisations and 
foundations, companies and anonymous entities.

(2) Includes extraordinary results, refund/cancellation 
of subsidies granted in previous years, positive 
exchange differences and applied provisions.

(3)This figure corresponds to projects approved, 
plus the annuities of the different agreements 
supported by AECID.

* The surplus of the year 2013 will be used 
for approving new projects in 2014.

Expenses allocation criteria

The expenses are classified in Manos Unidas’ Aims and Operating Costs.

� AWARENESS RAISING: This contains the expenses of the Education for Development Area, as well as those allocated 

to this purpose by the Communication Area. 

� PROJECTS: This includes the amount of the total number of projects approved in the year, in addition to the expenses 

for management, personnel, audits and assessment of projects financed. 

� OPERATING COSTS: 

� Promotion & Income Raising: Includes the Communication Area expenses used for raising funds and advertising 

the organisation’s activity.

� Administration & Structure Expenses: These are the expenses generated by the organisation’s management 

and administration.

* Schools, Emergencies, Awareness-raising projects,
Private subventions, Financial income and 
Other private income.

Source of Income
(collected)

Allocation of Expenses

84.8%
23.9%

39.1%

10.4%

16.3% 10.3% 2.0%

5.8%

7.4%

Development
Projects

Members & donors

Others*

PUBLIC SECTOR
Parishes and religious 

institutions

Inheritances
& bequests

Awareness-raising

Promotion and Income
Raising

Administration
and Structure
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transparency

In addition, Manos Unidas complies
with all transparency and best prac-
tice requirements established by
Fundación Lealtad.

Manos Unidas complies 
with all transparency tool 
and best practice requirements 
established 
by the 
Spanish NGO 
Coordinator. 

Manos Unidas has been designated
by the Spanish Agency for Interna-
tional Development Cooperation
(AECID) as a qualified body to re-
ceive funding.

Our annual accounts have been audited by Espaudit Gabinete de 
Auditoría, S. A.

Manos Unidas is an organisation strongly committed to the transparency of its funds, which,
in fact, is one of our values as an institution and a faithful reflection of our accountability
to society. 

The full audit report can be found at:
www.manosunidas.org.

It is also available on paper at Manos Unidas Delegations.



acknowledgements

Companies
� AARBEI CARTERA E INVERSIONES, S.L.
� ADVANTIA COMUNICACIÓN GRÁFICA
� ALONSO INCEPTIO S.L.
� AUTOBUSES LA VILLAVESA, S.A.
� BANCO SABADELL S.A.
� BANCO SANTANDER
� BIOENOS, S.L.
� BON PREU S.A.
� BUSINESS MORALES S.L.
� CAIXABANK, S.A.
� CAJA DE AHORROS LA INMACULADA
� CARTONAJES SANTORROMAN, S.A.
� CERRO CANELA, S.L.
� CIFRAIMPORT S.L.
� CLINICAS DR.JUAN CABRERA S.L.
� COMPAS NORTE, S.A.
� CONFEDERACION ESPAÑOLA 
DE CAJAS DE AHORROS

� CRE INGENIEROS S.L.

� CUZA, S.A.
� DERCOSA, S.A.
� DESGUACE PARIS S.L.
� EDIFICIOS AFELSA S.L.
� EL CORTE INGLES S.A.
� EMPRESA PLANA S.L.
� EMPRESAS COMERCIALES E 
INDUSTRIALES VALENCIANAS, S.L.

� FERROVIAL S.A.
� FIDELO S.L.
� GESTINMÉDICA, S.L.
� GMV EUROLIFT S.A.
� HERMANOS CLEMENTE PÉREZ S.L.
� KH LLOREDA S.A.
� LA VANGUARDIA EDICIONES S.L.U.
� LIBECROM, S.A.
� LLOVET DE FORTUNY S.A.
� L’OREAL ESPAÑA, S.A.
� MANUFACTURAS CEYLAN S.L.
� MANUFACTURAS RUIZ S.A.

� NETOBRIL, S.A.
� OSORMEGO S.L.
� REAL SOCIEDAD S.L.
� RSB ARTESANIA DIGITAL S.L.
� SAICARJE S.L.
� TUBIO Y RÍOS, S.L.
� UNIVERSAL DE ALIMENTACION S.A.
� ZARDOYA OTIS S.A.
� ZURICH INSURANCE PLC 

Associations & Foundations
� A.P.A. COLEGIO ESCUELAS PÍAS 
SAN FERNANDO

� AMAS DE CASA BESANA 
� ANTIGUAS ALUMNAS COLEG. 
CONSOLACIÓN (ALORA) 

� ASOCIACIÓN ACCIÓN VERAPAZ
� ASOCIACIÓN JUVENIL BRIJOVEN
� ASOCIACIÓN DE LA MEDALLA MILAGROSA 
(AVILA)

The work we carry out to help the world’s poorest countries would be impossible without Manos Unidas’ friends
and collaborators. A long list of volunteers, employees, members, individual and collective donors, companies, banks,
associations and foundations support this work through donations, co-funding of development projects, sponsoring
initiatives or by providing a range of services. 

Many thanks to them all. 

Due to limitations of space we cannot mention them all. We do not include the list of bodies that co-fund develop-
ment projects as they figure in our “Projects Book”, published alongside this Annual Report. 

�

Name ..............................................................................................................................................................

Surname (s) ....................................................................................................................................................

ID ...................................................................  Date of birth ..........................................................................

Full adress ......................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................  Postcode ........................................................... 

Town .................................................................  Province/Country ................................................................

E-mail .............................................................................................................................................................

Mobile phone .........................................................  Other phone ...................................................................

I WISH TO COLLABOrATE WITH MANOS UNIDAS

In compliance with the provisions of Organic Law 15/1999 on Personal Data Protection, your data will be stored on files belonging
to Manos Unidas, declared at the General Data Protection Register, created to manage the donations received by the organisation.
Likewise, your data will be used by Manos Unidas to keep you informed about our organisation’s other activities. You may exercise
your rights of access, rectification, opposition and cancellation by writing to Manos Unidas – Dpto. de Protección de Datos, calle
Barquillo nº 38 - 28004 Madrid.

Become a member: by telephone, call 902 40 07 07, or on www.manosunidas.org

IBAN Account Number

SEPA DIRECT DEBIT ORDER

CREDIT CARD

BANKS FOR PAYING IN OR TRANSFERS

For any enquiries, please send an email to: socios@manosunidas.org or call us on 91 308 20 20

Look at your cheque book, savings book or bank statement and fill in all the details.

AMOUNT FREQUENCY

� 6 €
� 20 €

� Monthly
� One off payment
� ........................

FEE UPDATE

� Yearly IPC
� 5%
� ..............%

Bankia: ES06 2038 0603 2860 0103 6580    CaixaBank:   ES18 2100 2261 5902 0013 9842 
Ibercaja: ES33 2085 9252 0303 3043 0677     Santander: ES03 0049 0001 5422 1004 0002 
Sabadell: ES67 0081 5240 0700 0194 1401 Popular: ES02 0075 0001 8506 0640 0006
BBVA: ES68 0182 2325 0800 1134 4904 

� ............... €

Account Holder ............................................................................................................................................... 

Expires end:

................ / ................ 

� I do NOT wish to receive information from Manos Unidas.

Donations to Manos Unidas are eligible for 25% Income Tax relief for the corresponding amount or, 
where applicable, 35% of the Company Tax rate, in both cases within the legally defined limits.

ME13

(Please send us the receipt your bank gives you)

Holder’s signature:

By signing this direct debit order, you autorise (A) Manos Unidas to send instructions to the bank to charge your
account and (B) the bank to charge your account according to the instructions given by Manos Unidas.

Date: ........................ of .................................................., 201.......



� ASOCIACION NIÑOS EVACUADOS EL 37
� ASOCIACIÓN PADRES COLEGIO 
SAGRADO CORAZÓN (ZARAGOZA)

� ASOCIACIÓN DE LA PRENSA DE MADRID
� ASOCIACIÓN SAN ANTONIO (ZAMORA)
� CÁRITAS DIOCESANA DE PLASENCIA
� CÁRITAS MADRID
� CENTRO CULTURAL POPULAR DE CORDOBA
� COFRADÍA JESÚS RESCATADO
� CORTE DE HONOR NTRA. SRA. DEL PILAR 
(ZARAGOZA)

� FECAM (FED. EMPRES. CANARIOS)
� FUNDACION ABARGUES
� FUNDACIÓN ABEL MATUTES
� FUNDACIÓN BENEFICA SAGRADO CORAZON 
� FUNDACIÓN CAJA GRANADA
� FUNDACIÓN COPRODELI
� FUNDACION EDUCACION MARIANISTA 
DOMINGO LAZ 

� FUNDACION EDUCACIÓN Y EVANGELIO
� FUNDACION EDUCATIVA SOLIDARIA
� FUNDACION ENRIQUE ESTEVE
� FUNDACIÓN FUENTES DUTOR 
� FUNDACION HISPANICA GRUPO BANCO 
POPULAR

� FUNDACION HOSPITAL DE POBRES 
(REQUENA)

� FUNDACION JOSE MARIA IMAZ
� FUNDACION L&L BHAGWANDAS SIRWANI 
PALACIO ORIENTAL

� FUNDACION LAGUNTZA
� FUNDACION NARANJO GALVAN

� FUNDACION NTRA. SRA. DE 
LA MISERICORDIA (SEGOVIA)

� FUNDACIÓN PEDRO NALVALPOTRO
� FUNDACIÓ PRIVADA MIARNAU
� FUNDACIÓN PRO CULTURA LITERARIA
� FUNDACION REINA SOFIA
� FUNDACION  SEVILLANA ENDESA
� FUNDACION UNIVERSITARIA SAN ANTONIO
� FUNDACION VIC VEDRUNA
� FUNDACIÓN VICTORIA (MÁLAGA) 
� GIZABERRI MUNGIA
� GRUPO HORIZONTES
� ILUSTRE COLEGIO OFICIAL DE ABOGADOS 
DE VALENCIA

� INSTITUCIÓN BENÉFICA SAGRADO CORAZÓN 
DE JESÚS

� INSTITUCION SAN ANTONIO DE PADUA 
� LA OBRA MÁXIMA
� MUJERES DE ACCION CATOLICA (CALATAYUD)
� PROCLADE BETICA

Agreements
� BANCAJA
� BANSABADELL VIDA S.A.
� BERMAX 5000 S.L.
� CAIXABANK S.A.
� DONATOR WORLD S.L.
� FUNDACIÓN JESÚS SERRA
� HERMANSOS MATEO LORENZO S.A.U.
� HIDROALTAUX S.L.
� IBERWATER S.L.
� INTERNACIONAL BUSINES MACHINES S.A.

� RADIO POPULAR S.A.
� SIERRA SPAIN SHOPPING CENTERS SERVICE S.L.
� SOCIEDAD ESTATAL CORREOS Y TELÉGRAFOS S.A.
� SOLUCIONES NETQUEST DE INVESTIGACIÓN S.L.

Sponsors
� BANCO POPULAR 
(PREMIOS PRENSA ESCRITA Y DIGITAL)

� CAIXABANK 
(PREMIO CARTELES)

� DIP. GUADALAJARA 
(CONCIERTO DE NAVIDAD)

� FUNDACIÓN  DE PwC
(PREMIOS RELATOS Y CARTELES INFANTILES)

� OBRA SOCIAL LA CAIXA 
� SANTANDER 
(PREMIO TELEVISIÓN)

�

Media

Manos Unidas would especially like to
thank all the national, regional an lo-
cal media (newspapers, magazines, ra-
dio and television channels) for broad-
casting our messages and for the free
publication and broadcasting of our
announcements.

Many, many thanks to you all
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15001 A CORUÑA
Marqués de Cerralbo 11, bajo. Tfno. 981 205 659
02002 ALBACETE
Teodoro Camino 6, 5º izda. Tfno. 967 212 315
28802 ALCALÁ DE HENARES (Madrid)
Vía Complutense 8 bis. Tfno. 918 833 544 
03003 ALICANTE
Arquitecto Morell 10, 2ª esc.,1º H
Tfno. 965 922 298
04001 ALMERÍA
Ricardos 9, 1º izda. Tfno. 950 276 780
24700 ASTORGA (León)
Martínez Salazar 8, 1º. Tfno. 987 602 536
05001 ÁVILA
Plaza del Rastro 2, bajo. Tfno. 920 253 993 
06005 BADAJOZ
Avda. Antonio Masa 11. Tfno. 924 248 951 
22300 BARBASTRO (Huesca)
Juan de Lanuza 6, bajo. Tfno. 974 315 614
08037 BARCELONA
Pau Claris 190, 1º- 1ª. Tfno. 934 877 878
48005 BILBAO
Plaza Nueva 4, 3º. Tfno. 944 795 886
09005 BURGOS
Clunia s/n. Tfno. 947 220 687
10003 CACERES
General Ezponda 14-1º. Tfno. 927 214 414
11001 CÁDIZ
Hospital de Mujeres 26. Tfno. 956 214 972
12001 CASTELLÓN
San Luis 15, entresuelo, 1º A. Tfno. 964 228 858
51001 CEUTA
Plaza de África s/n. Tfno. 956 511 253
13001 CIUDAD REAL
Caballeros 7, 2º planta. Tfno. 926 255 467
37500 CIUDAD RODRIGO (Salamanca)
Díez Taravilla 15. Tfno. 923 482 035
14008 CORDOBA
Concepción 4, 1º C. Tfno. 957 479 578
16002 CUENCA
Avda. República Argentina 27
Tfno. 969 222 022
15402 FERROL (A Coruña)
Magdalena 153, 1º dcha. Tfno. 981 300 318
28901 GETAFE (Madrid)
Almendro 4, 2º. Tfno. 916 838 985
17002 GIRONA
S. J. Bautista La Salle 19, 2º 2ª
Tfno. 972 200 525
18009 GRANADA
Plaza Campillo 2, 5º G y H. Tfno. 958 226 620
19005 GUADALAJARA
Avda. Venezuela 9 – Col. Sanz Vázquez Tfno.
949 218 220
18500 GUADIX (Granada)
Pº. Ismael González de la Serna 1, bajo Tfno.
958 663 592
21003 HUELVA
Cardenal Cisneros 11. Tfno. 959 253 388
22002 HUESCA
Plaza de la Catedral 8. Tfno. 974 226 556
07800 IBIZA
Pedro Francés 12, 2º. Tfno. 971 312 774
22700 JACA (Huesca)
Seminario 8, 3º. Tfno. 974 362 251
23007 JAEN
Maestro Bartolomé 7, dpdo. Tfno. 953 250 114
11402 JEREZ DE LA FRONTERA (Cádiz)
Sevilla 53. Tfno. 956 180 156
35003 LAS PALMAS DE GRAN CANARIA Ángel
Guerra 26, bajo. Tfno. 928 371 307
24003 LEÓN
Sierra Pambley 6, 3ºC. Tfno. 987 248 408
25002 LLEIDA
Blondel 11, 2º. Tfno. 973 269 104

26004 LOGROÑO
Obispo Fidel García 1. Tfno. 941 247 888
27001 LUGO
Cruz 1B, 1º. Tfno. 982 255 567
28013 MADRID
Gran Via 46, 4º. Tfno. 915 221 783
07701 MAHÓN (Menorca)
Carrero des Mirador de ses Monges, 1
Tfno. 971 369 936
29015 MALAGA
Strachan 6, 3º izda. Tfno. 952 214 447
30001 MURCIA
Pza. Beato Andrés Hibernón 1, entlo. izda. Tfno.
968 214 029
32005 ORENSE
Plaza Obispo Cesáreo s/n. Tfno. 988 233 782
33003 OVIEDO
San Isidoro 2, bajo. Tfno. 985 203 161
34001 PALENCIA
Gil de Fuentes 12, 2º izda. Tfno. 979 752 121
07001 PALMA DE MALLORCA
Seminario 4. Tfno. 971 718 911
31006 PAMPLONA
Avda. Baja Navarra 64, 1º. Tfno. 948 210 318
10600 PLASENCIA (Cáceres)
Las Veras 3. Tfno. 927 421 707
36003 PONTEVEDRA
Peregrina 50, entreplanta. Tfno. 986 850 812
37002 SALAMANCA
Rector Lucena 20, 5º A. Tfno. 923 261 547
20005 SAN SEBASTIAN
Loyola 15, 3º izda. Tfno. 943 424 510
38002 SANTA CRUZ DE TENERIFE
Pérez Galdós 26, 3º dcha. Tfno. 922 243 442
39001 SANTANDER
Rualasal 5, 2º dcha. Tfno. 942 227 807
15705 SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA
(A Coruña)
Rúa del Villar 18, apdo. 456. Tfno. 981 584 966
40001 SEGOVIA
Seminario 4, bajo. Tfno. 921 460 271
25700 SEU D’URGELL (Lleida)
Pati Palau 1, 5. Tfno. 973 351 266
41004 SEVILLA
Plaza Virgen de los Reyes s/n
Tfno. 954 227 568
25250 SOLSONA-BELLPUIG (Lleida)
Avda. Preixana 16. Tfno. 973 320 183
42002 SORIA
San Juan 5, 1º. Tfno. 975 231 490
50500 TARAZONA (Zaragoza)
San Antón 11, 1º. Tfno. 976 644 781
43001 TARRAGONA
Rambla Nova 119, esc. A, 2º 2ª. Tfno. 977 244 078
44001 TERUEL
Yagüe de Salas 18, bajo. Tfno. 978 611 845
45002 TOLEDO
Trinidad 12. Tfno. 925 229 911
43500 TORTOSA (Tarragona)
Mercaders 2, bajo. Tfno. 977 511 428
46003 VALENCIA
Pza. de la Comunión de S. Esteban 1, bajo Tfno.
963 919 129
47002 VALLADOLID
Simón Aranda 13, 1º. Tfno. 983 305 065
08500 VIC (Barcelona)
Ronda de Camprodón 2. Tfno. 938 861 555
36204 VIGO (Pontevedra)
Vázquez Varela 54, 2º B. Tfno. 986 423 696
01004 VITORIA (Álava)
Fueros 6, 1º izda. Tfno. 945 231 179
49003 ZAMORA
Plaza del Seminario 2. Tfno. 980 532 091
50001 ZARAGOZA
Plaza de la Seo 6, 2ª planta. Tfno. 976 291 879
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And in 2014 
we continue to work
so that more people
can improve their lives,
thanks to the 
unconditional support
of thousands of
Manos Unidas members
and collaborators. 
It is this spirit of
communion, solidarity,
gratuity and justice,
which drives us on 
to continue fighting
for A NEW WORLD.



SERVICIOS CENTRALES
Barquillo, 38-3º. 28004 Madrid

Telf.: 91 308 20 20 - Fax: 91 308 42 08
www.manosunidas.org - info@manosunidas.org

Manos Unidas
Prince of Asturias Concord

Prize 2010

Thanks to all who 
have made it possible!


